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Linacre Common Room 

 

Minutes for the Emergency Meeting 24
th

 February 2013 at 7.30pm 

 

CR President thanks all attendees for attending. He also apologised for the short notice. The 

CR will discuss how to get people to represent us at OUSU and how the results of the online 

vote should be presented the OUSU council (see attached motion & proposed scale). This 

meeting was called for upon request of CR member, Amir Fruchtman, sent to the CR 

Executive Committee in week 6. 

 

1. General Notes on Voting Practices  

 

 Given the circumstances, the common room will ask to appoint three people to vote on 

behalf of the CR. There is a slim chance we will have one vote only – the president’s vote. 

Salam asks permission to authorise him to appoint three other students to be our OUSU 

representatives. There is no criterion for election as an OUSU representative so they can be 

CR members, past CR executive members, current executive members, etc. They will be 

mere representatives for the OUSU with the power to vote on behalf of all other Linacre 

students.  

 

A vote was called to authorise the CR President to appoint three other students as OUSU 

representatives. 

o In favour: 19 

o Against: 0 

o Abstain: 0 

 The motion passes. 

 

 These are the ways to vote through the online voting about the BDS motion:  
1) Yes, I want Linacre CR to endorse the BDS motion. 

2) No, I do not want Linacre CR to endorse the BDS motion. 

3) I want Linacre to abstain its vote on the matter. 

4) I personally want to abstain.  

 

 There are two options for dividing up Linacre’s four votes:  we can use the suggested scale 
(see attachment): 25% per option so the votes are split, e.g. if 35% of the votes are ‘yes’ this 

will result in one representative and therefore one vote, if 70% vote ‘no’ three 

representatives will put forward three ‘no’ votes. Alternatively, we can go with the 

common room majority and allocate all four votes to the option with a simple majority. 

 

 Discussion reveals the following concerns: People suggest that the scaling may be too 
complex; others suggest that the scaling would be more representative if CR uses scaling 

method. Some thinks that there is no difference between personally abstaining and the 

college abstaining, but this is clarified. It is suggested that the people who personally abstain 

will not be accounted for when scaling the votes. Others suggest that we should only use the 

majority choice, i.e. send two representatives if 60% of the votes are yes. The suggestion is 
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that this will not represent Linacre in the best way. It has to be one clear answer that people 

on the outside can understand, and as such the scaling system will give the best 

representation of votes, and will represent the dispersion. If we want to only represent the 

majority, one should vote for the majority vote.  
 

 A vote was called on a system for allocating the four OUSU votes of Linacre CR. 
o In favour of allocating all four votes to the majority choice: 5 

o In favour of splitting the four votes according to the scaling system: 15 

 The scaling system passes (with the note that this voting system and other 

relevant procedures should be taken into consideration when discussing 

possible future changes to the by-laws). 

 

2. Discussion of the Motion 

 

 Motion read out load to students 
 

 Motion is discussed by opposing sides:  
 

o 1) Pro-motion: Omar and Hind, two students from Balliol and St Edmund Hall 

To clarify, the motion we will be voting on does not entail joining the BDS, but 

rather that the OUSU will propose that the topic should be debated at the annual 

meeting. 

 

Why BDS?  The disparity between power, resources, and influence is so enormous 

that citizens feel that it is time to rebalance. For 60 or so years Israel has colonialized 

Palestinian land, Palestinians have been forced to leave their land and are being 

discriminated against. The movement’s main supporters are in South Africa 

(apartheid).  

 

Why us? We have resources at university level, and we should make sure to use them 

without investing in interests that support the occupation. Oxford has always 

supported anti-oppression initiatives.  

 

Why now – time for dialogue between Israel and Palestine.   

 

o 1) Oppose motion: Amir, an Israeli student from Linacre College, and his wife  
We want to oppose this motion. Two non-political reasons why OUSU should not 

affiliate with BDS.  

1) It is an extreme movement that is only supported by a minority,  

2) An academic boycott is absurd, as it goes against the diplomatic academia. 

 

The BDS are extreme, and in fact more extreme than they say. They oppose the two 

state solution which is the only option on the table. They protested against the Israeli 

Philharmonic Orchestra in London. It is anti-Semitic as suggested by some. Linacre 

is such a multicultural college. We feel that policies of the BDS are in fact aimed at 

destroying Israel. Israeli universities are a great place for Arabs and Israeli to come 

together. In reference to the incident in Christ Church College [with George 

Galloway walking out of a debate], it was anti-Semitic and that this is what an 

academic boycott looks like. It may seem innocent, but is not. This will create more 

conflict than collaboration.  
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o 1) Pro-motion response:  The other side has presented many inaccuracies. Many 

different groups come together in support of BDS; it is not an organization but it is a 

movement. Palestinians should have their own land rights. In reference to the 

incident at Christ Church, the BDS has nothing to do with it and it should not be 

associated with the BDS movement. BDS does not suggest a one state or two state 

solution – there could be ten for all they care. BDS wants to ensure that international 

human rights are respected. In terms of academic boycotts, these are merely 

institutional and not directed against individuals. Whatever single people may do is 

not at the instigation of the BDS.  

 

o 1) Oppose motion response: Regarding migration and the right to return, if we 

allow five million Palestinians to return to Israel, it will destroy the state. I did not 

come here to talk politics, but to do science. I would not feel welcome here if we 

were to vote for the boycott. Moreover, this is not a discussion of being pro-Palestine 

or pro-Israeli, but about not mixing research and politics.  

 

 Questions: 

o To Pro motion: Who are the BDS boycotting academically?  

 An academic boycott is strictly of institutions, including academic 

institutions. This is because these institutions create discourses and 

legitimization. Whereas Palestinian educational units are being shut down, 

the Israeli education system has never confronted this unfairness. These 

institutions are a part of Israel’s discrimination.  

 

o To CR: What is the outcome of the notion?  

 This is not about supporting BDS, but about whether or not OUSU should 

take it to the NUS.  

 

o To Pro motion: What institutions are the BDS boycotting?  

 The motion talks about boycotts of all institutions supporting acts that go 

against international law. This can be everything from French companies to 

Motorola to universities. The boycotts are specific and well researched. 

  

o To Pro motion: Where do they draw the line? Should Oxford not take in Israeli 

students in the future?  

 It’s about institutions, not individuals. It’s about international human rights, 

not individuals. We need to make sure Oxford is not complicit in 

discriminatory policies.   

 

o To Oppose motion: How do you feel as an Israeli? 

 It hurts individuals. 

 

o To both sides: What is the difference between individual and institutionalised 

boycotts? 

 Pro motion: If your department suggests collaborating with Israeli 

institutions, BDS would oppose this, but Israeli academics and students 

would not be held accountable. They wouldn’t get hurt.  

 Oppose motion: Israeli academic institutions do not have one opinion.  

 

o To Pro motion: The wording of the resolution includes both Israel and Palestine, 

but Palestine is not included in the boycott.  
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 Because it is Israel who takes land and discriminates against Palestine actors, 

and goes against international law.   

 

o To both sides: Why is this human rights issue? Why are we talking about this? 

 Oppose motion: Good question - we are only responding to this being 

brought up to the OUSU.  

 Pro motion: An important question. Colleges and MCRs have resources and 

the power to decide what we do with those resources. We are very much 

responsible for what we decide on. There is a precedent of supporting 

important causes like anti-apartheid. We should be at the forefront for 

educational rights.  

 

o To both sides: International trade boycotts and sanctions have a long history. How 

will this boycott be different than that of Israel supporting a boycott against Cuba, or 

the US supporting a boycott against Iran.  

 Oppose motion: We don’t know. 

 Pro motion: This is very different. This is a civil society initiative for people 

not to be complicit. It promotes the withdrawal of support for oppression. 

This is one non-violent means to hold Israel accountable.  

 

o To both sides: Should an educational forum be used as a place for political debates? 

 Pro motion: You cannot detach academic institutions from politics. 

Moreover, Palestinians are not given the right for education, which they 

should be. Educational institutions should not support an occupational power.  

 Oppose motion: This is not the right forum. It is a complex situation and 

Oxford is a diverse place. We should not take part in an academic boycott. It 

will make Israeli students feel unwelcome, and will hurt academic 

institutions.  

 

o To Oppose motion: Despite problems with the wording in the motion, why not 

repeat the boycott of Apartheid?  

 We should not talk about Apartheid. The Hamas movement make 

collaboration impossible. This motion will only promote a poisonous 

atmosphere. 

 

o To Pro motion: Will BDS prevent an Israeli student coming here to study?  

 Of course not. They will not be prevented from coming here. 

 

o To Oppose motion: Why would this motion make you feel unwelcome?  

 I would feel unwelcome as an Israeli coming here to study when my 

university has spoken out against my country.  

 The distinction between individuals and institutions is false. I still have 

feelings about boycotts. And Israeli institutions are still represented by 

people.  

 

o To both sides: Do we need another boycott? 

 Pro motion: Boycotts are working and create dialogues like this one. It is 

also taking non-violent, punitive measures against Israel. 

 

 Concluding Comments: 

o General CR:  

 Oxford may help us not invest in institutions in the occupied territories.  
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 There are several questions here: we believe in diplomacy, but it may fail. 

This movement may be a step in the right direction. But is it? What measures 

do we take? The line between individuals and institutions is vague – can we 

take the chance to do this boycott? 

 

o Oppose motion: It is not a clear-cut situation, and frankly we haven’t heard one 

good reason for why universities – like Oxford - should support a boycott. 

 

o Pro motion: It is an important and complicated debate, but we can manage it. 

Palestinians are still without rights after 60 years, so now it is the responsibility of 

ordinary individuals to ask where my resources are going. We should debate, and 

that creates dialogue. But under these conditions we cannot create dialogue.  

 

 CR president concludes:  

 Thank you all for attending, and for the debaters.  

 Despite the nature of this debate and regardless of the outcome of the voting, it is important 
to remember that the CR is a place for everyone, from all parts of the world.  

 

3. Any other business 

No.  

 

4. Reminder of next meeting 

The next meeting will be Wednesday of Week 8 at 7:30pm. 
 


